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ABSTRACT：Averaged One Dependence Estimator (AODE) is integrated all possible 

Super-Parent-One-Dependence Estimators (SPODEs) and estimate class conditional 

probabilities by averaging them. In the AODE Network some redundant SPODES may cause 

the classifier deviation，as a consequence, it may result in a relatively poor classification 

accuracy. In this paper, we use the Minimum Description Length (MDL) to select SPODE in 

a whole or partially. We compare the performance of three new classifiers and the AODE to 

support our theoretical results. And use Mean Square Error (MSE) to test the overfitting. Our 

results indicate that the classifier using MDL score metrics has better performance than 

AODE, and also can reduce the overfitting. At the end of the paper, we also discuss and 

verify some characteristics of overfitting by experiments. 
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1 Introduction 
Nowadays, Bayesian Network is a widely accepted model for representing knowledge, and it 

consists of a structural mode and a set of conditional probabilities. Bayesian Network classifiers [1] is a 

simple classification method, such as NaiveBayes [2], Tree Augmented NaiveBayes (TAN [3]), 

SuperParent-TAN (SP-TAN [4]), Averaged One-dependence Estimators (AODE [5]), Weightily 

Averaged One-Dependence Estimators (WAODE [6]), and Hidden NaiveBayes (HNB [7]). 

All of them except NaiveBayes are one-dependence estimators (ODE), and all attributes are 

conditionally independent given the value of class. In an ODE, each attribute depends on at most one 

parent attribute except class. A SuperParent-One-Dependence Estimator (SPODE) [8] is an ODE where 

all attributes depend on the same parent attribute (the SuperParent) except class. The AODE classifier 

contains n SPODEs(n is the attribute number), and deleting some of them can lead to a good 

performance [8]. It is similar to feature selection. In recent years, there are some works studying feature 

selection in AODE, such as an efficient forward greedy feature selection algorithm [9], an orthogonal 
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centroid feature selection (OCFS) method [10], and fast wrapper feature subset selection [11] are used 

in high-dimensional datasets. Most of the works only focused on the classifier accuracy, but not deal 

with the overfitting. 

In this paper, we use average Minimum Description Length (MDL) [12] score metrics to study 

feature selection in AODE. We propose three methods of deleting SPODE with MDL score metrics, 

and aim to simplify the AODE Network and avoid the overfitting.  

The AODE and WAODE integrate n SPODEs. n is the attribute number except class, and each 

attribute is SuperParent to others in a SPODE. An example of AODE is shown in figure 1; there are 

five attributes, one class and five SPODEs. For example, in the first SPODE, the attribute X1 is 

SuperParent and it points to all the other four attributes, that is to say, attributes X2, X3, X4 and X5 are 

dependent on X1 and class C.  

 
In a SPODE, all attributes depend on the same SuperParent Xsp and class C. The classifier 

estimates the class probability by equation 1, and the variable xi is the value of attribute Xi, and xsp is 

the value of SuperParent attribute Xsp, c is the value of class C. 
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One k SPODEs network classifies an instance by averaging their results [8] using equation 2, k is 

the SPODE number. 
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we introduce the MDL score metrics, 

the Mean Square Error (MSE) metrics [13] to measure the Bayesian model fitness to data sets. In 

section 3, three different methods using MDL are described in details. In section 4, the experimental 

results are shown. Finally, a conclusion is given in section 5. 

2 MDL and MSE metrics 
In this section, we provide some preliminary knowledge on Bayesian Networks more specifically. 

We conclude this section with a discussion of the Minimum Description Length (MDL) [3] metrics and 

the Mean Square Error (MSE) metrics. There are some score metrics, such as K2 [14], Bdeu [15] and 

MIT [16]. The well-known MDL is often employed as the basis for comparing the qualities of Bayesian 

Networks in general [17] and its calculated amount is less than MIT’s. 
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Figure1. An example of AODE, there are 5 attributes X1,…, X5 and one class C.  
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The MDL metrics is used to delete or select SPODE, and we choose the SPODEs with low MDL 

scores, and delete the SPODEs with high MDL scores. MSE measures the model fitness, which gives 

the discrepancy between the training data and the estimated model. 

2.1 Minimum Description Length (MDL) metrics 

The following notations will be used throughout the paper, the training data D are composed of 

number instances. Each instance X < X1, X2, …, Xn, C > is composed of one class C and n attributes Xi  

(i=1, …, n). Each attribute Xi (i=1, …, n) takes ri distinct values xi (i=1, …, n). The class variable C 

takes distinct values c. The parents of Xi (except C) are referred by W(Xi), and the number of parents is 

denoted as |W(Xi)|. The wikj is the value of the k-th attribute Wik in W(Xi) when it takes the j-th value, 

and xil is the value of the attribute Xi when it takes the l-th value.  

MDL is an information theoretic metrics, and commonly used in the machine learning, developed 

by Suzuki [12]. They provide a combined score for a proposed explanatory model and for the data 

given the model: I(D|h)+I(h), where h is a Bayesian Network and D is the training data. All such 

metrics aim to find a balance between goodness of fit the explanatory model (I(D|h)) and model 

simplicity the data given the model (I(h)), and thereby achieve good modeling performance without 

overfitting the data. 

Therefore, the MDL scoring function is shown in equation 3-1. The first term I(D|h) is the 

measure of goodness of fit, and it is the sum of all mutual information between attributes and their 

parents except class. The second term I(h) is the measure of model simplicity, and it represents the 

description length of Bayesian Network. 
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(3-1) 

In the equation 3-1, MI(Xi, Wik) is the mutual information between variable Xi and its parent Wik. In 

this paper, we discuss one-dependence-estimator, thus the equation 3-1 can be rewritten to equation 

3-2. 
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The MDL metrics of a given network serves to indicate the network’s quality of studying data. 

The Bayesian Network is better when the MDL score is lower. 

As long as training process is concerned with incomplete in-sample training data, overfitting is 

almost unavoidable [18][19] . The algorithms based on MDL reduce the risk of overfitting, especially 

in small data set [20]. 
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2.2 Mean Square Error (MSE) 

We always face the bias versus variance problem when dealing with regression tasks. In regression, 

this problem can be defined as follows. The model fitness can be measured by using the Residual Sum 

of Squares (RSS) [21][13] , which gives the discrepancy between the training data and the estimated 

model. We note that the square loss defined in RSS is related to the Mean Square Error (MSE) [13] 

typically used in signal processing to quantify the difference between an estimator and its true value. 

The square loss computes the second moments of the error. This means that MSE defines the bias and 

the variance [13][22][23][24] , as shown in equation 4.  
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Overfitting can be defined roughly as poor performance in test in spite of good performance in 

training [18]. In this paper, we propose MSE as the discrepancy between the test error rate and the 

training error rate, and rewrite the equation 4 to equation 5. The ErrorTest represents test error rate 

while ErrorTrain represents training error rate. Bias is the average of ( ErrorTest- ErrorTrain). The first 

term measures how close our test error rate is to the training error rate. The smaller the bias is, the 

closer our test is to the training accuracy. Therefore, we want a small bias. The second term is the 

variance of test accuracies, and we want the small variance too. A smaller MSE means a better learning 

classifier fitting the data, and it is more possible to avoid overfitting.  
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3 Selecting SuperParent One Dependence Estimators 
In this section, three methods to use MDL score metrics to select or delete SPODE are described. 

The first method AMDL uses average MDL score of all SPODEs, and we select those whose score are 

below average. The second one is BSEMDL, which uses Backward Sequential Elimination metrics. It 

begins with the AODE, and then deletes the current highest SPODEs, until Naïve Bayesian Network. 

The third one LMDL uses the MDL score to choose or delete some arcs from inside of every SPODE.  

3.1 Average MDL score metrics (AMDL)  

AMDL calculates MDL scores of all candidate SPODEs using equation 3-2, and those whose 

score below the average MDL are included in the network, while those above the average are 

rejected[8].  

The algorithm is divided into three steps: 

(1) Compute MDL score GMDL(Xsp) for every SPODE using equation 6. In which, MI(Xi, Xsp) 

(sp=1,…, n) is the mutual information of SuperParent attribute Xsp (sp=1,…, n) and its children 
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attributes Xi (i=1,…, n, i≠sp), rsp is the number of distinct values of Xsp, ri is the number of distinct 

values of Xi, and n is the number of attributes. 

(2) Compute the average MDL score AverageGMDL(X) of all SPODEs using equation 7. 

(3) Choose the SPODEs who score below the average, that is GMDL(Xsp)< AverageGMDL(X). Use 

these SPODEs create a network, and calculate the average MDL score to classify the instance using 

equation 1 and 2.  
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3.2 Backward Sequential Elimination and MDL metrics (BSEMDL) 

As it is shown in 3.1, the average MDL metrics limits the selected number of candidate SPODEs, 

restricted to n/2. It is not flexible enough. We propose a more flexible research method to build the 

Bayesian Network, using the MDL, BSE and Leave-One-Out (LOO) cross-validation. 

Table 1 shows an outline of the algorithm for building a more flexible Bayesian Network use 

MDL, BSE and LOO. The network is initialized to AODE, and the set of candidates, CAN, is initialized 

to the full set of attributes X1, X2,…, Xn. Calculate GMDL(Xsp) (Xsp∈CAN), and sort the GMDL(Xsp) to 

every Xsp from high to low. Remove from the network the highest GMDL(Xsp) SPODE, and then use 

LOO cross validation to estimate the network accuracy. If this process provides an improvement in 

classification accuracy, then remove the SPODE, and delete the node Xi from CAN. Else it returns the 

current network. This process is repeated until CAN is null, and the classifier becomes Naïve Bayes.  

Table 1. An outline of BSEMDL algorithm  

1. Initialize network to AODE.  

2. Use LOO to evaluate the current classification accuracy. 

3. Calculate MDL score of every candidate SPODE.  

4. Consider deleting the highest MDL score SPODE from the current 

network.  

5. If without this SPODE improves classification accuracy, then delete it, 

and go to 4. 

Else: Return current classifier. 

3.3 Local MDL score metrics (LMDL) 

The two methods we have proposed above are selected SPODE as an ensemble, but we know in 

the inside of each SPODE some arcs between SuperParent and its children attributes are useless. In this 

section, we use local MDL score metrics to delete some arcs in the inside of each SPODE to minimize 

classification error rate and to fit the data set better. 

First, we redefine the MDL score metrics as equation 8. And CHILD(Xsp) represents the set of 

children attributes to SuperParent attribute Xsp. 
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Table 2 shows an outline of the algorithm using local MDL to select SPODE. The network is 

initialized to AODE, and the set of SuperParent, SP, includes X1, X2, …, Xn. The set of children 

attributes to Xsp is CHILD(Xsp)={Xi| i=1,…,n, i≠sp}. We consider every SPODE as follows: Xsp(Xsp∈

SP) is the SuperParent in one SPODE, consider removing every possible arc from Xsp to Xi (Xi∈

CHILD(Xsp)) and calculate the relevant MDL score Gi(Xsp). Delete the arc from Xsp to Xchild (Xchild∈

CHILD(Xsp)), and after it the Gi(Xsp) the lowest. Using LOO to estimate the classification accuracy of 

the network after n arcs are deleted (delete one arc in one SPODE). If doing that improve the 

classification accuracy, then delete one arc in one SPODE and remove the node Xchild from CHILD(Xsp). 

This process is repeated until CHILD(Xsp) is null, or delete the arc can not improve the classification 

accuracy. This algorithm deletes n arcs each time. 

Table 2. An outline of LMDL 

1. Initialize network to AODE.  

2. Use LOO to evaluate the current classifier. 

3. For each SPODE: 

(a)Consider deleting every possible arc from SuperParent to child, and 

calculate the MDL score of every local SPODE (arcs less than n-1).  

(b)Consider selecting the lowest MDL score of local SPODE to the 

current network. 

4. Evaluate the current classifier. IF it improves classifier accuracy, 

then go to 3. 

5. Else: Return current classifier. 

 

A network example of LMDL algorithm on data set contact-lenses is shown in figure 2, and there 

are 1 class, 4 attributes and 4 SPODEs. At the initial, there are 3 arcs in the inside of each SPODE. In 

the final classifier, there are only 2 arcs in each SPODE. This means 1arc is deleted in the inside of 

each SPODE. For example, in the first SPODE, there are two arcs between SuperParent A1 and its 

children nodes, that is: A1--> A2 and A1--> A3, while we can get arc A1--> A4 was deleted. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4 Experiments and Results 
Experiments are conducted to compare the classification error rate and the MSE. We performed 

Figure2. An example of LMDL on data set contact-lenses 
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our experiments on 36 data sets from the UCI machine learning repository. The detailed description of 

them is shown in table 3, including the data set name, instance number, attribute number, class number 

and missing value. In our experiments, some of these data sets have been preprocessed in the following 

way: missing class values are deleted, the probability distributions using the Laplace estimation and the 

continuous attribute values are discretized by supervised attribute discretize mothod in Weka. All the 

tests are implemented in Weka3-6-5, and a 10-fold cross validation is conducted. Every classifier is 

calculate five times as parameter random number seed s=1, 3, 5, 7, 11 (Sets random number seed for 

cross-validation or percentage split). 

 

Table 3. Descriptions of UCI datasets used in the experiments 

Domain #Instances #Classes #Attributes Missing Value 

post-operative 90  3  8  No 

vote 435  2  16  Yes 

vehicle  846  4  18  No 

contact-lenses 24  3  4  No 

iris 150  3  4  No 

breast-w 699  2  9  Yes 

soybean-large  307  19  35  Yes 

heart-statlog 270  2  13  No 

diabetes 768  2  8  No 

segment 2310  19  56  No 

german 1000  2  20  No 

lyn 148  4  18  No 

chess 551  2  39  No 

house-votes-84 435  2  16  No 

solarflare 1389  2  9  No 

adult 48842  2  14  Yes 

echocardiogram 131  2  6  Yes 

glass7 214  7  9  No 

ionosphere 351  2  34  Yes 

labor 57  2  16  Yes 

mfeat-mor 2000  10  6  No 

new-thyroid 215  3  5  No 

sign 12546  3  8  No 

sonar 208  2  60  No 

syncon 600  6  60  No 

wine 178  3  13  No 
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anneal 898  6  38  Yes 

kr-vs-kp (LBR) 3196  2  36  No 

promoters 106  2  57  No 

sbl  683  19  35  Yes 

splice-c4.5 3177  3  60  No 

dermatology  366  6  33  Yes 

flag 67557  6  30  No 

arrhythmia 452  16  279  Yes 

meat-fac 2000  10  216  No 

ad 3279  2  1558  Yes 

 

The classification error rates and variances on all data sets produced by different algorithms are 

presented in Table 4. The AMDL uses average MDL metrics, BSEMDL uses the MDL metrics and 

backward sequential elimination metrics to select SPODE, and LMDL uses the local MDL metrics to 

delete some arcs in the inside of each SPODE. The average error rates and variants are listed at the 

bottom of table 4. The scatter plot comparing AODE error rates with LMDL error rates is shown in 

figure 3. We can get that the performance of LMDL is a little better than AODE. Most of the points are 

near the diagonal line, and the point numbers below the diagonal line are more than the points above 

the line (20 to 13). The scatter plot comparing AODE error to AMDL error is shown in figure 4, and we 

can get that the performance of AMDL is almost the same as AODE. There are 19 points below the 

diagonal line and 12 points above the line. The performance of BSEMDL and AODE are equal as 

shown in figure 5. 

The w/d/l records of four algorithms are presented in table 5, which we conducted a two tailed 

paired t-tests at the 5% confidence level. Each w/d/l in the table means that AODE wins on w data sets, 

draws on d data sets, and loses on l data sets, compared with AMDL, BSEMDL and LMDL.  

As shown in table 4 and 5, compared with AODE, three novel algorithms achieve w/d/l records are 

4/28/3(AMDL), 2/28/5(LMDL), and 1/33/1(BSEMDL). We can get that the first algorithm AMDL wins 

4 data sets and loses 3 data sets. And the AMDL average classification error is lower than the AODE. 

The performance of AMDL is better than AODE. The second algorithm BSEMDL wins 1 and loses 1 

data set, and draws on 33 data sets. The performance of BSEMDL is as good as AODE. The third 

algorithm LMDL wins 2 and loses 5 data sets. But the average classification error of LMDL is 14.68 

and the variant is 0.7, they are lower than the error and variant of AODE. All the four algorithms are 

performed better than NaiveBayes. 

 

Table 4. Experimental results for NaiveBayes, AODE, AMDL, BSEMDL and LMDL 

Domain NaiveB

ayes 

AODE AMDL BSEM

DL 

LMD

L 
post-operative 32.44±0.69  33.11±0.69  31.11±1.48  33.78±0.30  31.56±1.28  

Vote 9.98±0.01  5.66±0.03  5.24±0.03  6.02±0.01  6.11±0.08  

vehicle  39.15±0.73  29.79±0.43  30.83±0.33  29.98±0.18  30.17±0.62  

contact-lenses 27.50±11.11  27.50±11.11  24.17±16.67  27.50±11.11  22.50±4.17  
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Iris 6.80±0.60  7.47±0.07  7.20±0.96  7.60±0.11  6.13±0.96  

breast-w 2.89±0.01  3.06±0.02  3.18±0.03  3.00±0.02  3.00±0.03  

soybean-large  9.71±0.06  9.45±0.13  9.45±0.04  9.90±0.15  9.90±0.15  

heart-statlog 17.85±1.01  17.41±1.10  17.93±0.86  17.48±1.01  17.11±0.52  

Diabetes 25.31±0.19  24.64±0.23  24.97±0.25  24.82±0.48  24.64±0.23  

Segment 8.86±0.01  5.06±0.09  8.20±0.00  5.06±0.08  5.04±0.06  

German 25.12±0.32  24.18±0.36  24.74±0.12  24.18±0.30  24.26±0.28  

Lyn 14.86±0.55  14.59±0.29  14.59±0.47  14.23±1.14  14.19±1.28  

Chess 12.99±0.11  12.30±0.03  12.12±0.07  12.30±0.03  12.45±0.13  

house-votes-84 10.07±0.07  5.70±0.05  5.47±0.07  5.70±0.05  5.47±0.03  

Solarflare 18.66±0.03  15.74±0.01  15.61±0.03  15.75±0.01  15.75±0.01  

Adult 15.92±0.00  14.75±0.00  14.21±0.00  14.65±0.01  14.81±0.00  

Echocardiogram 37.71±2.94  37.10±2.94  38.02±4.06  37.40±2.80  36.79±1.26  

glass7 27.94±1.87  25.98±1.80  26.54±1.52  25.98±1.80  26.17±2.18  

Ionosphere 10.94±0.05  9.23±0.28  9.23±0.21  9.23±0.28  9.17±0.34  

Labor 12.98±1.97  12.63±1.72  11.93±2.95  15.09±3.20  14.39±1.72  

mfeat-mor 31.43±0.04  31.41±0.22  31.80±0.05  31.72±0.06  31.39±0.22  

new-thyroid 5.02±0.29  5.67±0.29  5.67±0.38  5.67±0.29  5.95±0.29  

Sign 35.99±0.01  28.34±0.04  28.45±0.02  28.18±0.03  28.34±0.04  

Sonar 22.50±4.01  22.12±6.01  22.02±6.14  22.12±6.01  22.31±5.79  

Syncon 3.50±0.24  1.47±0.04  1.37±0.12  1.37±0.04  1.37±0.04  

Wine 1.24±0.05  1.91±0.08  1.57±0.18  1.91±0.08  2.02±0.08  

Anneal 3.92±0.03  2.96±0.03  2.41±0.02  2.32±0.03  2.12±0.05  

kr-vs-kp (LBR) 12.17±0.01  8.87±0.01  8.41±0.04  8.87±0.01  8.80±0.01  

Promoters 9.43±0.71  11.32±1.21  10.50±2.35  11.32±1.21  10.73±1.21  

sbl  7.00±0.02  6.83±0.06  6.74±0.01  6.64±0.04  6.64±0.04  

splice-c4.5 4.58±0.00  4.06±0.01  4.06±0.01  4.06±0.01  4.05±0.00  

dermatology  2.13±0.10  2.13±0.10  2.19±0.12  2.13±0.10  2.19±0.12  

Flag 28.45±0.36  28.45±0.68  28.45±0.26  28.45±0.68  28.04±0.70  

Arrhythmia 28.01±0.40  26.86±0.50  26.55±0.43  26.68±0.54  26.68±0.54  

meat-fac 7.37±0.03 3.71±0.02 3.75±0.01 3.73±0.02 3.71±0.02 

Ad 3.65±0.01  3.57±0.00 3.48±0.00  3.56±0.00  3.57±0.00  

Mean 15.95±0.8  14.58±0.85  14.5±1.12  14.67±0.89  14.37±0.68  
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Figure 3. Scatter plot comparing AODE error rates to LMDL error rates 

 

 

Figure 4. Scatter plot comparing AODE error rates to AMDL error rates 

 

 

Figure 5. Scatter plot comparing AODE error rates to BSEMDL error rates 

 

Table 5. The accuracy performance of AODE compares with AMDL, BSEMDL and LMDL 

 AMDL BSEMDL LMDL 

AODE(w/d/l) 3/28/4 1/33/1 5/28/2 

 

Table 6 shows the bias and MSE between test error and training error of four algorithms on all 

data sets. At the bottom of the table 6 are the average bias and MSE. The low bias means the test error 
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is closer to the training error. The MSE is a measure of overfitting, and the high MSE means high 

overfitting probability. From the table 6, we can see that the average MSE of LMDL and AMDL reduce 

about 16% than AODE, and it means that the LMDL and AMDL have lower overfitting probability 

than AODE.  The overfitting performances of three novel algorithms comparing with AODE are 

shown in table 7. Supposing we conducted a test at 10% confidence level, which means that if the MSE 

of AODE is 10% less than other algorithm, then AODE wins otherwise it loses. The results show that 

the overfitting performances of AMDL and LMDL are better than AODE while BSEMDL loses 2 data 

sets. 

 

Table 6. The bias and MSE of four algorithms 

domain 
bias MSE 

AODE AMDL BSEMDL LMDL AODE AMDL BSEMDL LMDL 

post-operative 9.78  7.78  10.44  8.22  96.30  61.98  109.38  68.89  

vote 0.60  1.10  0.74  0.83  0.39  1.25  0.55  0.76  

vehicle  8.98  8.25  9.41  9.36  81.13  68.40  88.71  88.26  

contact-lenses 23.33  20.00  23.33  18.33  555.56  416.67  555.56  340.28  

iris 2.80  2.53  2.93  2.13  7.91  7.38  8.71  5.51  

breast-w 0.77  0.74  0.72  0.72  0.62  0.58  0.53  0.54  

soybean-large  3.26  3.26  3.71  3.71  10.74  10.65  13.94  13.94  

heart-statlog 2.22  2.37  2.30  2.30  6.04  6.47  6.28  5.79  

diabetes 3.41  3.49  3.59  3.41  11.87  12.43  13.39  11.87  

segment 2.42  2.66  2.42  2.40  5.92  7.07  5.92  5.81  

german 5.58  4.24  5.58  5.66  31.50  18.10  31.44  32.32  

lyn 4.46  5.14  4.09  3.38  20.18  26.84  17.87  12.69  

chess 2.32  2.50  2.32  2.47  5.43  6.34  5.43  6.22  

house-votes-84 1.33  1.56  1.33  1.56  1.83  2.52  1.83  2.47  

solarflare 0.62  0.56  0.71  0.63  0.39  0.35  0.51  0.41  

adult 0.35  0.25  0.24  0.40  0.12  0.06  0.07  0.16  

echocardiogram 6.56  7.48  6.87  6.26  46.03  60.02  50.00  40.44  

glass7 4.95  5.05  4.95  5.14  26.33  26.99  26.33  28.61  

ionosphere 4.10  4.10  4.10  4.05  17.11  17.05  17.11  16.70  

labor 10.88  10.18  11.58  10.88  120.04  106.49  137.27  120.04  

mfeat-mor 4.66  3.35  4.97  4.64  21.93  11.27  24.76  21.75  

new-thyroid 2.88  2.88  2.88  3.63  8.61  8.70  8.61  13.46  

sign 1.11  0.35  0.95  1.11  1.26  0.15  0.93  1.26  

sonar 11.54  11.44  11.54  11.73  139.15  137.07  139.15  143.40  

syncon 1.30  1.20  1.20  1.20  1.73  1.56  1.48  1.48  

wine 1.35  0.45  1.35  0.90  1.89  0.38  1.89  0.88  

anneal 0.73  0.29  0.65  0.11  0.57  0.11  0.44  0.06  

kr-vs-kp  0.79  0.88  0.79  1.10  0.63  0.82  0.63  1.21  

promoters 11.13  10.75  11.13  10.57  125.13  118.01  125.13  112.85  

sbl 1.61  1.46  1.55  1.55  2.65  2.15  2.45  2.45  

splice-c4.5 1.96  1.90  1.96  1.89  3.87  3.63  3.87  3.59  

dermatology 0.77  0.82  0.77  0.82  0.69  0.79  0.69  0.79  
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flag 18.14  16.08  18.14  17.73  329.90  258.90  329.90  315.12  

arrhythmia 8.50  9.96  8.32  8.32  72.68  99.55  69.74  69.74  

meat-fac 2.81  2.90  2.81  2.83  7.91  8.42  7.91  8.03  

ad 0.58  0.56  0.57  0.59  0.34  0.31  0.33  0.34  

Mean 0.87  1.13  0.91  0.70  49.01  41.93  50.24  41.61  

 

Table 7. The overfitting performance of AODE compares with AMDL, BSEMDL and LMDL 

 AMDL BSEMDL LMDL 

AODE(w/d/l) 9/13/14 8/22/6 8/18/10 

 

A line chart comparing four algorithms on all data sets of MSE is showed in figure 6, the abscissa 

represents the data sets, and they rank according to the size of the data sets in ascending order. Four 

singular points (flag, sonar, vehicle and arrhythmia) are deleted because their values are far away above 

the line. From figure 6, we can see that the trend of MSE is declining when the instance number is 

increasing. That is to say, the probability of overfitting on large data set is below the small data set.  

 

 

Figure 6. The MSE of four algorithms on all data sets ordered by the instance numbers 

 

We provide experiments on data set adult and splice-C4.5 when we discuss the relationship 

between the instance numbers classification accuracy and MSE in details. We choose these two data 

sets because they have large instance numbers and large attribute numbers. 

The first test of the four algorithms based on the data set adult. The number of adult is 48842, and 

attributes is 14. Then we sampled it to produce some new data sets, and the sampled numbers are 

48842(100%), 42584(87%), 38391(78%), 35532(72%) 27771(58%), 22798(46%), 17761(36%) and 

12333(27%).  

The classification error rates on the sampled data sets are shown in figure 7, and the abscissa 

represents the data sets, which are accordance with the data set size in ascending order. From the figure, 

we can see that the error rate lines of the first 6 numbers are almost stable and last two numbers 

ascend .The trend of the error rate line is gradually increasing, as the dotted line shown in figure 7. 

Then we can see that the error rate increased as the instance numbers decreased. The performance of 

AMDL algorithm is better than others. The MSEs of four algorithms on sampled data sets are shown in 

figure 8. It is clearly that the MSE trend line is growing up when the instance numbers are decreasing. 

We can get that the MSEs of LMDL, AMDL and BSEMDL are lower than AODE, and the AMDL is 

the least one. Therefore, using MDL to simplify the Network of AODE can reduce the MSE, in other 

words, it can reduce the overfitting. From figure 7 and 8 we can also get that the lower instance number 

is, the higher probability is on overfitting (the higher MSE).  
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The second test data set is splice-C4.5, with 3177 instances and 60 attributes. The sampled 

instance numbers are 3177(100%), 2857(89%), 2579(81%), 1994(72%), 1644(62%), 1445(45%), 

1102(34%) and 778(24%).  

The error rates of four algorithms on the second sampled data sets are shown in figure 9. We can 

get that, the performances of the four algorithms are almost the same. The error rate lines are 

decreasing when the instance numbers decreasing, as the trend line shown. It is contrary to the data set 

adult. Thus, the relationship between instance number and error rate is a little. From the results of all 

the 36 data sets, we can also get this conclusion. The MSEs of four algorithms on the second sampled 

data sets are shown in figure 10, we can get that the MSE trend line is ascending when the instance 

numbers descending. So the trend of the MSE on data set plice-C4.5 is as same as adult. In figure 10, 

the performances of LMDL, BSEMDL are better than AODE. These three are better than AMDL. 

From figure 6 to figure 10 we conclude that using MDL to simplify the Network of AODE can 

reduce the overfitting. We can also get that the lower instance number, the higher probability of 

overfitting. But the error rate is less affected by instance number. 

 

 

Figure 7. Error rates of four algorithms on sampled data sets (adult) 

 

Figure 8. MSEs of four algorithms on sampled data sets (adult) 
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Figure 9. Error rates of four algorithms on sampled data sets (splice-C4.5) 

 

Figure 10. MSEs of four algorithms on sampled data sets (splice-C4.5) 

 

Experimental results are provided above and we summarize the results as follows. 

(1) When the number of instances is large, the classifier can fit data set better. In other words, the 

classifier test error rate is further from training error rate on small data set than on the large data set. 

(2) From our experiments, we can get there is a little relationship between overfitting and the 

number of attributes. 

(3) From the perspective of classification accuracy, compared with AODE, the novel algorithm 

BSEMDL performs as well as AODE. The performance of LMDL and AMDL are better than AODE. 

(4) Use the MDL metrics can reduce overfitting, especially on small data set. The biases and 

MSEs of AMDL and LMDL are lower than AODE except BSEMDL. When the instance number is less 

than 200, the MSEs of AMDL and LMDL are much lower than AODE. It means that the overfitting 

degree of AODE is serious than AMDL and LMDL.  

(5) The three novel algorithms can reduce the overfitting, but the runtime of building classifier are 

more than AODE. The runtimes are: LMDL>BSEMDL>AMDL>AODE, from high to low. Runtime of 

LMDL is the highest because each time it needs to recalculate MDL score of deleting arc from 

SuperParent attribute to child attribute. 

5 Conclusion 
In this paper, we propose three novel algorithms used Minimum Description Length (MDL) 

metrics to select SuperParent One Dependence Estimators (SPODEs). The first algorithm is AMDL 

which uses average MDL metrics. It chooses SPODEs, which have MDL score lower than average 

MDL score, and then adds them to the network. The second algorithm is BSEMDL which uses the 

MDL metrics, Backward Sequential Elimination metrics (BSE) and Leave-One-Out (LOO) 

cross-validation to select SPODE. The network begins from AODE, and it uses backward sequential 

elimination metrics to delete some SPODEs. The SPODE number of AMDL and BSEMDL network is 

lower than number of the AODE network. The third one is LMDL which is different from the first two 

algorithms. It uses local MDL metrics and LOO to delete some arcs in the inside of each possible 

SPODE. It has the same number of SPODEs as AODE but less arcs than AODE.  

The performance of BSEMDL network is as good as AODE, and LMDL and AMDL are better 

than AODE. Comparing with AODE, the new algorithms which use MDL metrics, except BSEMDL, 

reduce overfitting significantly, especially on small data sets. 
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There are many other reasons lead to overfitting and many other ways to avoid overfitting. As 

long as training process is concerned with incomplete in-sample training data, overfitting is almost 

unavoidable. Finding the best set should automatically include the avoidance of overfitting
.
 [18]. When 

the structure is too complex, a high risk of overfitting exists. The SRM inductive principle has always 

been used to control the overfitting risk derived from very complex structures [25]. To avoid overfitting 

by discounting the irregular occurrence of data, and to determine a constant rate from irregular data 

derived from a constant probability distribution [26]. Cryo-EM structures are filtered using ad hoc 

procedures [27] and many other ways to avoid overfitting. 
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